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ABSTRACT 
We prove several properties of compactoid sets in some spaces of vector-valued continuous func- 
tions. As a consequence we derive some p-adic Ascoli theorems which allow us to answer the ques- 
tion proposed by W.H. Schikhof in [MR.90i 461281. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Throughout this paper IK is a non-archimedean non-trivially valued field that 
is complete with respect to the metric induced by the valuation 1 . j. For fun- 
damentals on locally convex spaces E over IK (which we assume to be Hausdorff) 
we refer to [ 111. We recall a few definitions and facts and fix some notations. 
A subset A of E is called cornpactoid if for every zero-neighbourhood 7-J in 
E there exists a finite set Sin E such that A c COS + U, where COS is the absolutely 
convex hull of S. The space E is called semi-A4ontef (SM) if every bounded 
subset of E is compactoid. A continuous linear map (TE L(E,F)) from E into 
a locally convex space F is said to be compact if there exists a zero-neighbour- 
hood I/ in E such that T(U) is compactoid in F. 
Let X be a Hausdorff zero-dimensional topological space. Following [l] X 
is called pseudofinite if each compact subset of X is finite. Also, following [8] 
X is called an ultra k-space if for every Hausdorff zero-dimensional topological 
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space Y we have that a function f : X * Y is continuous when the restriction 
f 1 K is continuous for each compact set KcX. 
Finally, we define the following spaces of continuous functions from X into 
E: 
PC(X, E): The space of all continuous functions f : X-+ E for which f (X) is 
precompact, endowed with the topology r, of uniform convergence. 
C(X, E): The space of all continuous functions X+ E, endowed with the 
topology T, of compact convergence. 
C,(X, E): The space of all bounded continuous functions X-+ E, endowed 
with the strict topology PO. This is the topology generated by all seminorms 
f-‘s~p,,~ I@(x)/p(f(x)) (feCb(X,E)), where @:X+IK is a bounded func- 
tion vanishing at infinity and p is a continuous seminorm on E. 
When E= IK, it is not included in the notation of these spaces of continuous 
functions. 
2. SM-SPACESOFCONTINUOUSFUNCTIONS 
Several properties of SM-spaces were studied in [5] for Frechet spaces and 
in [4] for general locally convex spaces. In this section we characterize when the 
spaces of continuous functions introduced above are SM-spaces. 
2.1 LEMMA. @CC,(X,E) is /I,-compactoid if and only if it is r,-bounded 
and r,-compactoid. 
PROOF. &, and t, have the same bounded sets ([7] Proposition 2.11). Also, p,, 
coincides with rc on s,-bounded sets ([7] Corollary 2.9). So, for t,-bounded 
sets in C,(X, E), &compactoidity is the same as r,-compactoidity ([l l] Lemma 
10.5). 
With the aid of Lemma 2.1 it is easy to see that the following generalization 
of theorem 3.3 (ii) cs (iii) of [3] is also true: 
2.2. PROPOSITION. The following properties are equivalent: 
(i) C(X) is an SM-space. 
(ii) C,(X) is an SM-space. 
(iii) X is pseudofinite. 
2.3. LEMMA. (Compare [l], 2.3-3 (a) * (b)) Every pseudofinite ultra k-space 
is discrete. 
PROOF. Let X be a pseudofinite ultra k-space and let f be a map from X into 
(0, l}. Clearly the restriction off to every finite (and hence to every compact) 
subset of X is continuous. We conclude that every map from X into (0, l} is 
continuous. So, X is discrete. 
2.4. REMARK. There are pseudofinite non-discrete zerodimensional topolo- 
gical spaces. For an example see [6] Exercise 13.P, p. 193. 
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The next result gives us several descriptions of the SM-property for the spaces 
of continuous functions C(X, E) and C,(X, E). 
2.5. THEOREM. Consider the following properties: 
(i) E is an SM-space and X is discrete. 
(ii) E is an SM-space and X is pseudofinite. 
(iii) C(X) and E are SM-spaces. 
(iv) C,(X) and E are SM-spaces. 
(v) C(X,E) is an SM-space. 
(vi) Cb(X,E) is an SM-space. 
Then, one verifies 
(i) * (ii) e (iii) W (iv) 0 (v) es (vi). 
If in addition X is an ultra k-space, then properties (i)-(vi) are equivalent. 
PROOF. The implication (i) * (ii) is obvious and the equivalences 
(ii) e (iii) e (iv) follow from Proposition 2.2. 
(ii) * (v) If @CC(X,E) is a bounded set, then g(x) is bounded (and by (ii) 
compactoid) in E, for each HEX. So, g is compactoid in the topology T, of 
pointwise convergence. Also, since X is pseudofinite, T,= rc on C(X,E). 
Hence, @ is compactoid in C(X, E). 
(v) * (vi) It is a direct consequence of Lemma 2.1. 
(vi) * (iv) The constant functions form a subspace of C,(X,E) which is 
linearly homeomorphic to E. Also, it is straightforward to see that C,(X) is 
linearly homeomorphic to a subspace of Cb(X,E). Now apply the fact that 
every subspace of an SM-space is again an SM-space. 
Finally, suppose that X is an ultra k-space. The implication (ii) * (i) follows 
directly from Lemma 2.3. 
The picture changes if we endow C,(X,E) with the uniform topology r,. 
2.6. THEOREM. The following properties are equivalent: 
(i) (C,(X,E),r,) is an SM-space. 
(ii) PC(X, E) is an SM-space. 
(iii) (C,(X), rU) and E are SM-spaces. 
(iv) PCI(X) and E are SM-spaces. 
(v) X is finite and E is an SM-space. 
PROOF. The implications (i) * (ii) * (iv) and (i) * (iii) * (iv) are obvious. 
(iv)*(v) If the closed unit ball in PC(X) is a compactoid set, then PC(X) 
is finite-dimensional. So, X is finite. 
(v)=)(i) If X is finite, then C,(X, E) = C(X, E) and also rU = T,. Now apply 
Theorem 2.5. 
3. P-ADIC ASCOLITHEOREMS 
In this section we study the relationship between compactoid and equicon- 
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tinuous sets in the spaces of continuous functions considered in the introduc- 
tion. They are the vector-valued counterpart of the corresponding ones given 
in [8] in the case of continuous functions X-r IK. 
First, a simple adaptation of Theorem 1 of [8] gives us: 
3.1. THEOREM. A subset %cPC(X,E) is compactoid if and only if the 
following properties are satisfied: 
(a) ‘g(x) is compactoid in E, for every x E X. 
(b) For every E> 0 and for every continuous seminorm p on E, there exists 
a finite partition X,, . . . , X,, of X consisting of clopen sets such that 
x,Y~X~=p(f(x)-f(Y))<& for alIfe (i=l,...,n). 
On the other hand, it is easy to see that Proposition 13 of [2] admits the fol- 
lowing generalization: 
3.2. LEMMA. Let F, G be locally convex spaces over IK. Then, on equicon- 
tinuous subsets of L(F, G), the topology of pointwise convergence coincides 
with the topology rc+, of uniform convergence on compactoids. 
Hence, for C(X,E) we can now prove 
3.3. THEOREM. For gC C(X, E) we consider the following properties: 
(i) .9 is equicontinuous and g(x) is compactoid in E for each XEX. 
(ii) 9’ is compactoid. 
Then, one verifies (i) * (ii). 
If in addition X is an ultra k-space, then properties (i) and (ii) are equivalent. 
PROOF. Suppose that ,9 is equicontinuous and 9(x) is compactoid in E for 
each x E X. 
Let p a continuous seminorm on E, KCX compact and E > 0 be given, 
Equicontinuity of ~9 and compactness of K imply the existence of a finite 
number of clopen pairwise disjoints sets U,, . . . , U, in X such that KC 
lJy=, c/i and 
(1) p(f(X)-f(_Y))l& VfE9, VX,YoUi (i=l,..., n). 
Pick, for each iE { 1, . . . . n>, xi in Ui. Since U:=, @(xi) is compactoid in E, 
there are Yr, . . . , ym in E such that 
(2) i~~(xi)c{YEE:P(Y)(E}+Co({Yl,...,Y,,}) 
Let usdefine, for ie{l,...,n} and_iE{l,...,m}, Yij:X+Eby Y’o(X)=Yjif 
XE Ui and !PO(x) = 0 if X@ Ui. Clearly, since Ui are clopen sets, Y;j E C(X, E). 
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Also, it follows easily from (1) and (2) that 
So, 2F is compactoid in C(X,E). 
Conversely, suppose now that X is an ultra k-space and LFC C(X, E) is com- 
pactoid. Given XEX, the map H,: C(X,E) -+ E defined by H,(f)=f(x) 
(f~ C(X, E)) is linear and continuous. Hence @t(x) = H,(g) is compactoid in E. 
Let H: X+ L(C(X, E), E) be defined by H(x) = H,. Obviously H is con- 
tinuous if we consider on L(C(X, E), E) the topology of pointwise convergence. 
Also, for a given compact set K in X, it is easily seen that H(K) is equicon- 
tinuous. Since X is an ultra k-space it follows from Lemma 3.2 that 
H: X-+ (L(C(X, E), E), Tag) is continuous. Thus, 5 is equicontinuous. 
By taking Lemma 2.1 in conjunction with Theorem 3.3, we derive 
3.4. THEOREM. For SC C,(X, E) we consider the following properties: 
(i) .$ is r,-bounded, equicontinuous and g(x) is compactoid in E for each 
XEX. 
(ii) g is compactoid. 
Then, one verifies (i) * (ii). 
If in addition X is an ultra k-space, then properties (i) and (ii) are equivalent. 
We finish this section by showing that properties (i) and (ii) in Theorems 3.3 
and 3.4 are not always equivalent. 
3.5. LEMMA. If every r,-bounded set in C,(X) is equicontinuous, then X is 
discrete. 
PROOF. Take x E X. By assumption the set g = (f~ C,(X) : (f(y) 1 I 1 Vy E X ) 
is equicontinuous. So, there exists a clopen neighbourhood (I, of x in X such 
that /f(x) -f(y)1 < l/2 for all YE 1!.7~ and all feg. Suppose U,# {x) and 
choose y E U, - {xl. Then, there is a clopen neighbourhood V of y in X such 
that x6 I/. Hence r,,~ g (where r,, stands for the characteristic function of k’) 
satisfies 1 rv(y) - TV(x)1 = 1: a contradiction. 
3.6. COROLLARY. Let X be a pseudofinite non-discrete space (see Remark 
2.4) and let E be an arbitrary SM-space. Then there are compactoid sets in 
C,(X, E) (and hence in C(X, E)) which are not equicontinuous. 
PROOF. By Proposition 2.11 of [7] and Theorem 2.5 the compactoid sets in 
C,(X, E) coincide with the s,-bounded sets. Now the conclusion follows from 
Lemma 3.5. 
4. COMPACTOIDPOLYNOMlALS 
Following [9], given an integer m 2 1, a function P: E + F from E into a 
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locally convex space F is said to be an m-homogeneous polynomial if there ex- 
ists a continuous m-linear map A from E”’ into F such that P(x) = A (x, . . . ,x) 
for all xeE. We denote by P(“E,F) the vector space of all m-homogeneous 
polynomials from E into F. The vector subspace of C(E,F) generated by the 
union of all P(mE, F), ml 1, and the constant maps, is denoted by P(E,F), 
and its elements are called polynomials from E into F. When F= K, it is not 
included in the notation for polynomials. 
4.1. EXAMPLES 
1. Clearly if m = 1, P(‘E, F) = L(E, F). Now, suppose that m 2 2 and let P be 
a map from E to F such that P can be written as a finite linear combination 
of maps of the form x-~,(~).....~~_,(,~).T(x), where @I,...,@n2_I~E’ 
and TE L(E, F). Then, P is a general example of m-homogeneous polynomial. 
In particular, every map P: E -+ F given by P(x) = C,P_, uj(vj(x))” (xe E) 
where Oj E F and wj E E’, is an m-homogeneous polynomial. They are the non- 
archimedean counterpart of the m-homogeneous polynomials of finite type, 
which play an important role in approximation theory on Banach spaces over 
the real or complex field (see [lo], Chapter 4). 
2. Take mr 1 and suppose that F is a normed algebra over IK. Then every 
map P from E into F which can be written as a finite linear combination of 
maps of the form x-T~(x).....T,(x) (T,,...,T,cL(E,F)) is an m-homo- 
geneous polynomial. 
In [9] precompact polynomials (P(V) is precompact for some neighbourhood 
I/ of 0) are studied. Clearly this is interesting only when IK is locally compact. 
In 1990 W.H. Schikhof proposed the following (see MR. 90i 46128): 
It would be interesting to know whether esults for general IK can be obtained 
if one replaces in the above “P(V) isprecompact” by “P(V) is a compactoid”. 
The results proved in section 2 can be used to give now an affirmative answer 
to this question. 
4.2. DEFINITION. A polynomial P: E ---t F is said to be a compactoid poly- 
nomial if there exists a neighbourhood Vof zero in E whose image is a compac- 
toid subset of F. 
The following result extends Theorem 2 of [9]. 
4.3. THEOREM. Suppose F is an (SM)-space and let H be an equicontinuous 
subset of P(mE, F). Then, His z,-compactoid in P(mE, F). If m = 1, then His 
r,-compactoid in P(‘E, F) = L(E, F). 
PROOF. If H is an equicontinuous subset of P(“‘E, F), then H is pointwise 
bounded ([9] Proposition 2) and hence pointwise compactoid. Now the conclu- 
sion follows from Theorem 3.3. 
The case m = 1 is a direct consequence of Lemma 3.2. 
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From Theorem 4.3 and with a simple adaptation of its precompact counter- 
part ([9] Theorem 3), we derive 
4.4. THEOREM. Suppose F is a normed space over IK. If P is a compactoid 
polynomial from E into F, then its adjoint 'P : cp E F'-+ (D 0 PEP(E) is a com- 
pact linear map from FL into P,(E), where FL and P,(E) denote F' and P(E) 
endowed with their respective topologies of bounded convergence. 
Now assume that F is a polar normed space (i.e. the topology on F is defined 
by a norm q satisfying q(x)= sup{ If(x)1 : f e E', /f j I q}). Then, we have the 
following improvement of Corollary 4 of [9]. 
4.5. COROLLARY. Let E and F be normed spaces over IK such that F is polar 
and let PE P(E, F). Then, P is compactoid if and only if 'P is compact. 
PROOF. The “only if” follows from Theorem 4.4. Also, it is enough to prove 
the “if” for homogeneous polynomials. So, let P be an m-homogeneous 
polynomial such that 'P is a compact map from the normed space F' (with the 
usual norm) into the normed space Pb("'E) (with the norm lIPI = sup{ 1 P(x)1 : 
llxlls 1)). By [12] Proposition 5.7, "P:(Pb(mE))'+F" is a compact linear 
map. Let U: E+ (Pb(m(E))' and u: F+ F" be the linear maps defined by 
WG(Q) = Q(x) (XE 6 Q E pdmE)) and U)(f 1 =f 0) (Y E F,f E 0 Clearly 
uo P= "Pou. So u(P(B))C"P(B**) (where B and B** denote the closed unit 
ball of E and (Pb("E))' respectively). Hence u(P(B)) is compactoid in u(F). 
Since F is polar we deduce that P(B) is a compactoid subset of F ([ 1 l] Lemmas 
9.2 and 9.3). 
4.6. REMARK. Theorems 4.3 and 4.4 are also true (with the same proof) when 
E is an arbitrary separated topological vector space over IK. 
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